September 3, 2015
Dear Faculty and Staff:
This email serves as a reminder that the St. Augustine Center (SAC) parking garage and the roadway that runs
behind it will be closed as of next Monday, September 7 and are scheduled to reopen in February 2016.
The closures are needed so that two additional levels can be added to the garage. This work, along with the
creation of a surface parking lot around Moriarty, Griffin and Geraghty Halls on Lancaster Avenue, represents
phase one of the Design Concept for Lancaster Avenue.
Key information (see attachment):
 The construction to the SAC parking garage will affect faculty and staff who park there and the Kennedy
Hall parking lot, as well as visitors to campus.


The Kennedy Hall and Connelly Center parking lots will be open during construction; however, these
spaces will be reserved exclusively for those who have handicapped parking hang tags, placards or license
plates.



All faculty and staff who park in SAC and Kennedy Hall parking lots have been assigned to park in the Main
parking lots on Lancaster Avenue. South Campus is the designated area should overflow parking be
required.



For those with mobility concerns, a campus shuttle will be available from 7:30 am to 10 am and 2:30 pm
to 5:30 pm Monday-Friday for transport from West Main Lot to the Connelly Center. The shuttle will
travel from west (Church Drive) to east (Ithan Avenue) down the main drive aisle in West Main Lot and
pick up those seeking a ride. After dropping off at Connelly Center, it will repeat this route.



In addition, the regularly scheduled on-campus weekday shuttle provides service from South Campus
(location for overflow parking during construction) to Main Campus. Please visit this link for a complete
schedule: https://www1.villanova.edu/villanova/parking/shuttle.html



The Main Parking Lots (and South Campus if needed for overflow) will continue to be general parking.
There will not be specifically designated faculty and staff parking during construction.



When construction is complete, faculty and staff with SAC or Kennedy Hall parking hang tags will resume
parking in their regularly assigned lot.

The goal with any campus construction project is to cause as little disruption to normal routines as possible. Your
cooperation and patience during this phase of construction is appreciated.
Please contact the Parking Office at 610-519-6992 should you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you,
David Tedjeske
Director of Public Safety

